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Insights into the Complicated SAR Signature Shapes Induced
by Braking Targets
David A. Garren
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, USA
ABSTRACT
This investigation considers the shapes of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery signature smears that are
caused by surface targets that perform braking maneuvers during the SAR collection time. It is known that such
maneuvering target signatures can have a wide variety of two-dimensional (2D) shapes, as opposed to the simpler
parabolic signatures that are induced by constant velocity targets. The current paper examines the theoretical
properties of these 2D signature shapes for cases in which the specific parameters of the target braking maneuver
temporal profile are varied, including the rate at which the target decreases speed, the total amount of speed
change, and the speed transition time within the SAR collection interval. Furthermore, the current investigation
yields new insights regarding the complicated SAR signature shapes that are indicative of targets undergoing
such braking maneuvers. This analysis reveals that the SAR signature for a given braking target is effectively
a composite of three curved smear portions. One portion is a part of a parabola that is obtained from the
constant-velocity target motion at the initial SAR collection time. Next, the second portion is that of a part of
a different parabola that is generated from the final constant target velocity segment during the SAR collection
interval. The third curved portion of the full moving target signature forms a connection between the parts of
the two parabolas that are due to the initial and final constant velocity segments of the full target motion during
the SAR measurement interval.
Keywords: Synthetic aperture radar, Radar theory, Moving Targets
1. INTRODUCTION
The collection of SAR measurement data can give highly accurate images of foliage and targets on the surface
of the earth. However, any moving targets in the region are mismatched relative to the SAR image formation
process and thus are often smeared in the radar cross-range direction within the resultant imagery. Many studies
investigate the properties of signature smears in SAR imagery, which often arise from such moving targets within
the scene. In particular, a number of researchers1–4 investigate the general features of mover smears. Other
researchers5–17 examine the detection and focusing of moving target signatures. Additional researchers18–23
analyze techniques for improving the detection and estimation of moving targets in SAR imagery.
Some researchers8,24–28 investigate moving target smear phenomenology using power series expansions of the
motion-induced phase error, which tacitly supports the prior notion that moving target signatures always yield
gently curved signatures having the shapes of approximate parabolas or hyperbolas. The use of power series
expansions confounds the investigation of complicated target motions, since the number of terms in the resulting
expansions becomes quite cumbersome.16,17,25 These challenges have led to the application of subaperture-
based techniques29 for these problems. In addition, prior studies30–32 apply analytic power series expansions to
subaperture images in order to examine the undesired multipath effects in SAR imagery.
The challenges of the power series expansion approach led to the development of subaperture-based tech-
niques29,33–37 for understanding moving target signatures. Subaperture-based analyses have been performed by
various researchers38–43 investigating SAR concepts. In addition, the use of overlapping subaperture images in
SAR has been a fundamental component of adaptive SAR processing techniques.44–46 Furthermore, subaperture
analysis is an essential ingredient of techniques developed for fast backprojection image formation for SAR. For
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example, sub-apertures can be used for fast backprojection techniques.47–52 Other applications of subaperture
techniques include target detection,53 imaging,54–56 and classification.57,58
Some investigators have examined the curvature properties of SAR moving target signatures. For example,
Ref.24 analyzes such signature effects for the case of targets which are moving with constant velocity for stripmap
SAR collections. Such signature curvature shapes are due to the effects of range migration.59,60 For each
subaperture within the collection, this study maximizes the target impulse response (IPR) integrated over a
small but finite time interval of a scan SAR system. The resulting central contour of the signature smear
corresponding to a constant velocity target is obtained by sliding this small time interval over the extent of the
full aperture.
A recent analysis29 also applies subaperture techniques in order to investigate spotlight SAR image signatures
for surface targets moving with arbitrary motion for cases in which the radar trajectory has constant velocity
on a straight and level flight path under conditions in which the radar mainbeam points in a direction which
is broadside to that of the platform motion. This paper applies an analytic power series expansion of the
subaperture phase in order to determine the shape, extent, and position of the central smear contour induced
by a surface target which is permitted to exhibit arbitrary motion. That is, the resulting equations give an
analytic capability for predicting the 2D structure of moving target smears directly in terms of the ground-plane
coordinates in which SAR imagery is generated. Furthermore, this investigation shows that it is possible to
obtain complicated smear shapes for cases of maneuvering targets. Specifically, the resulting SAR moving target
signatures can exhibit a variety of shapes other than that of parabolas and hyperbolas.
A number of investigations consider other variations of the initially developed theory.29 In particular, some
investigations36,37 consider the use a non-zero squint angle in order to examine the effects in which the radar
mainbeam is not constrained to point only in the broadside direction. Furthermore, similar methods61 have
been applied for bistatic geometries in order to examine the smears induced by targets which are moving with
piece-wise constant velocity segments. In addition, recent work62 considers the shapes of SAR moving target
smears under conditions for which the radar is characterized by non-zero values of both the squint angle and the
ascent angle.
The current analysis considers the SAR smears arising from targets which execute braking maneuvers. Various
parameters which determine the true motion of braking targets are applied in order to analyze the effects on
the resulting shapes of the moving target smears. Furthermore, the current investigation examines the shapes
of moving target signatures computed using the full-aperture data with corresponding smear shapes due to
corresponding targets moving with constant velocity during the early and latter parts of the SAR collection
interval. Therefore, the present analysis provides insight for the reader in obtaining a better understanding of
the nature of the complicated signature shapes which can arise for braking targets.
The predictive capabilities of the current and previous investigations29,33–37,62,63 are valid for all spotlight
SAR image formation methodologies,55,64–67 including the Range Migration Algorithm (RMA), the Chirp Scaling
Algorithm (CSA), and the Polar Formatting Algorithm (PFA). Furthermore, Ref.66 presents detailed procedures
for processing many stripmap collections with spotlight image formation algorithms, so these predictive signature
techniques are applicable to these cases as well.
The next section gives the analytic signature prediction equations for targets with arbitrary motion on a
ground-plane. Section 3 presents the specific signature contour equations for a target which undergoes a braking
maneuver. Section 4 gives the parabolic signature contour equations for the approximately constant-velocity
target motion of the initial and final segments of the full synthetic aperture collection. Numerical examples are
shown in Section 5, and the conclusions are discussed in the final section.
2. SAR TARGET SIGNATURES
Define the three-dimensional (3D) Cartesian coordinates so that the origin {x, y, z} = {0, 0, 0} corresponds to
the surface location at which the radar steers its mainbeam during the full collection time. This coordinate
origin is also referred to as the ground reference point (GRP). The z coordinate is defined to increase with the
height above the terrain, wherein z = 0 is selected to be the surface ground-plane. The x coordinate is chosen
to be equal to the ground down-range corresponding to the middle time of the SAR coherent collection interval.
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Figure 1. Collection geometry: (a) The top view gives the squint angle ϕg of the radar relative to the ground-plane
coordinates {x, y}; (b) The side view presents a perspective of the radar trajectory ascent angle λ which is defined relative
to the perpendicular V⊥ and parallel V‖ radar velocity vector components. Also, the coordinate z is the height above
the ground-plane.
A right-handed coordinate system is obtained from the definition of the y coordinate which lies in the ground
cross-range direction.
The radar transmits waveforms over a total duration of T0 between the slow-time values of −T0/2 and T0/2.
This analysis applies two arbitrary functions of the slow-time variable t in order to express target motion within
the x and y dimensions of the ground-plane during the SAR measurement interval:
x = α(t), y = β(t). (1)
Figure 1 presents the overall collection geometry used in the present analysis. Constant-velocity radar tra-
jectory can be described as the following 3D parameterization of the antenna position relative to the {x, y, z}
coordinate system:62
X(t) = V0 t sin(ϕg) cos(λ)−X0, (2)
Y (t) = ±V0 t cos(ϕg) cos(λ), (3)
Z(t) = V0 t sin(λ) + Z0. (4)
These equations depend upon the slow-time t. Also, the constant radar speed is V0, and the radar ground
down-range and altitude are given by X0 and Z0, respectively, relative to the selected GRP evaluated at the
temporal midpoint t = 0 of the collection. The upper sign in (3) implies radar mainbeam is pointed starboard,
and the lower sign gives a radar which points to the port side. This convention, for which the upper sign gives
a starboard-pointing radar mainbeam and the lower sign corresponds to one that is steered to the port side, is
used throughout this paper.
The radar ground-plane squint angle ϕg is defined
36,37 from the broadside direction, such that positive values
apply in the direction towards the radar velocity vector and negative angles imply the opposite direction. The
radar trajectory ascent angle λ is defined62 so that a positive value corresponds to a radar that is increasing
in altitude, whereas a negative value implies a descending trajectory. The effects on moving target signatures
obtained by modifying the squint angle are discussed in Ref.36,37 Likewise, a related detailed presentation
pertaining to the theme of varying the radar ascent angle is given in Ref.62 and is not repeated herein for
brevity.




, ι0 ≡ ± tan(ϕg). (5)
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In addition, these signature predictions require the computation of the nth order derivatives of the true target












Here, τs is a slow-time parameterization which is used to generate the signature prediction contours. These
definitions in (6) are applied in order to compute the {x, y} components of the instantaneous target position
{µ0(τs), ν0(τs)} and velocity {µ1(τs), ν1(τs)}.
An earlier analysis62 gives the techniques needed to predict the shape, size, and location of the central contour
for a generic moving target for cases of arbitrary values for the squint ϕg and ascent λ angles. In particular, this
investigation gives the moving target signature central contour in terms of parametric equations in the directions
of the ground down-range x and ground cross-range y, respectively:




















In order to generate an actual moving target prediction contour, it is only necessary to vary the slow-time
parameterization τs from the beginning to the end of the SAR collection time. Jao
24 develops a similar technique
for generating SAR signature prediction contours.
The target kinematic functions in (7) and (8) can be selected arbitrarily, assuming that the resulting velocity
component profiles {µ1(τs), ν1(τs)} are consistent with those of the position {µ0(τs), ν0(τs)}. Specifically, these
signature prediction equations apply for arbitrary self-consistent target motion profiles. That is, it is not necessary
to parameterize the target motion by some small number of motion constants, as applies for constant velocity
motion.
3. FULL SIGNATURE PREDICTIONS
Ref.29,37 uses the methods of a power series expansion applied to sub-aperture images in order to derive general
expressions for the central contour of the smear signature for a surface target moving with an arbitrary motion
profile. The present investigation examines the case of a surface target with decreasing speed during the SAR
collection interval in more detail. For such a target, it is useful to apply the motion model described by constant
heading and a speed profile of the form of a hyperbolic tangent function, i.e., tanh(t). The integral of the speed
profile yields a position profile that is proportional to ln(cosh(t)). The following form of the true target trajectory
is examined:29,37


















in terms of the fixed parameters {α0, β0, v0, w0, γ0, φ0, t0}. In addition, the function ψ(t) ≡ {t− t0}/γ0 is applied
in (9) and (10). Specifically, these equations give a braking target for which the parameter t0 corresponds to
middle time of the synthetic aperture. Furthermore, w0 equals the total speed change divided by 2, which is
also negative in order to model the decreasing speed of a braking target. The time interval for which the target
braking maneuver occurs is modeled by the parameter γ0.
The present investigation considers examines the effects of varying a number of the speed transition parame-
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That is, the modeled target initially moves at one speed and then executes a braking a maneuver before settling
at a lower speed.
The parametric signature equations (7) and (8) can be applied to compute the specific smear induced by a
target which is executing a braking maneuver during the SAR collection interval. That is, inserting (9) and (10)
into the general signature equations (7) and (8) yields:
x(τs) = α0 − τ2s
{





































































4. ASYMPTOTIC SIGNATURE PREDICTIONS
In this section, the particular motion properties of a braking target are examined in detail. In the motion model,
the target has approximately constant speed and heading for the beginning and ending segments relative to the
synthetic aperture collection. For such a braking target, the initial speed is higher than the final speed. In the
discussions which follow, the value of the slow-time t = tend is permitted to denote either the initial or final
segment of the SAR collection process. In the current analysis, a SAR collection interval of 15 seconds yields
the value tend = −7.5 sec for the initial end time and the value tend = 7.5 sec corresponding to the final end
time. Furthermore, the target is located at {x, y} = {xend, yend} and has the approximate velocity components
{vx, vy} = {vx,end, vy,end} at the two end time values t = tend.
The next step in the analysis is to examine the case of an alternate scenario wherein the target has a constant
velocity for the entire SAR collection process so as to be located at {x, y} = {xend, yend} and have the velocity
components {vx, vy} = {vx,end, vy,end} corresponding to one of the end time values t = tend. Such alternate
scenarios are generated for both the beginning and final segments of the SAR collection process. The next step
is to examine the shape, extent, and location of the signature smears resulting from these alternate fictitious
scenarios involving constant target velocity for the entire SAR collection interval.
The completion of this analysis strategy requires the computation of the general signature contour equations
(7) and (8) for the case of a constant velocity target. Specifically, use the following constant velocity target
equations:
α(t) = α0 + α1t, β(t) = β0 + β1t. (14)
Here, that parameters α0, α1, β0, and β1 are all set equal to constants. The application of (6) enables the
calculation of {µ0(τs), µ1(τs), ν0(τs), ν1(τs)} in the general signature equations (7) and (8). This process gives
the following signature equations for a constant velocity target:37






















The parametric signature equations (15) and (16) yield a shape that is approximately a parabola, although
the τ2s order term in the equation for y(τs) gives a slight non-parabolic correction to the resulting morphology.
Additionally, examination37 of (15) and (16) shows that the moving target smear is offset along the ground
cross-range direction from true average target location by the distance κ0α1. That is, this cross-range offset is
directly proportional to the ground down-range target velocity component. In addition, the particular sign of
the offset term κ0α1 determines if the smear is offset to the left or right of the true target location. Furthermore,
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the magnitude of κ0α1 determines the magnitude of the distance offset between the true target position and
the induced signature smear. Since κ0 of (5) contains a factor of cos(λ) cos(ϕg) in the denominator, a large
magnitude of either the radar platform ascent angle λ or the ground-plane squint angle ϕg, or both, will increase
the value of κ0 and thereby increase the distance of the offset between the true position and its smear.
The magnitude of the linear term in τs within y(τs) in (16) determines the extent of the smear.
37 The sign
of this sum β1 + ι0α1 also governs whether this approximate parabolic smear shape has an orientation which is
either concave up or concave down.
The final step in the analysis process is to determine the correct parameter values for the alternate fictitious
cases of constant target velocity at the beginning and ending segments of the synthetic aperture. To facilitate
this analysis, the middle time of the SAR collection interval is selected to be tmid = 0. Of course, the target
velocity {vx, vy} = {α1, β1} at tmid = 0 is assumed to be constant throughout for this fictitious target and thus
also has this value at the end time t = tend. These results imply the following parameter values:
α1 = vx,end, β1 = vy,end. (17)
Thus, for this middle time value tmid = 0, the target location {x, y} = {α0, β0} is given by the location {x, y} =
{xend, yend} corresponding to the end time t = tend:
α0 = xend − vx,end tend, β0 = yend − vy,end tend. (18)
These calculations give the following asymptotic parametric equations for the central signature contour for the
initial and final segments of the SAR collection interval:



















vy,end + ι0 vx,end
}
τ2s . (20)
Therefore, the resulting parabolic contour signature traces are generated at the two end segments via the true
values of the end-point target position {xend, yend}, the end-point target velocity {vx,end, vy,end}, and the corre-
sponding slow-time end value tend. Here, tend is a fixed constant in generating one of the two resulting asymptotic
prediction signatures. In contrast, it is necessary to vary the slow-time parameter τs continuously over the du-
ration of the SAR measurements in computing the asymptotic parabolic prediction curves. These resulting
equations (19) and (20) are applied to the examples of the following section in computing parabolic contour
overlays for the beginning and final segments of a given target which is executing a braking maneuver.
5. NUMERIC RESULTS
This section examines the specific signatures which result from individual cases of a constant-heading target
which is initially moving with approximately constant speed and then undergoes an decrease in speed, and then
settles to a lower approximately constant speed with the same heading. This decrease in the target speed in
modeled through the use of a hyperbolic tangent speed profile via (9)-(10). In the following, a number of true
target parameter values are varied in order to gain insight into the possible effects upon the SAR signature
morphology. The examples provided herein consider the effects of various braking profiles corresponding to a
target which has a constant heading of {φ0 = 80◦}. However, α0 and β0 of (9)-(10) are not investigated, since
these parameters yield insignificant displacements of the moving target signature in the SAR image relative to
the true target position.
The selected parameters of (2) – (4) are given as follows in the examples developed herein. This radar speed
is V0 = 200 m/s, its ground down-range value is X0 = 30 km, and its altitude is Z0 = 1 km. Furthermore, the
radar aims the main beam toward the left side of the platform. The ground-plane squint of the radar aim point
is ϕg = 25
◦, and the radar platform motion has an ascent of λ = 15◦. Certainly, an exhaustive search of all
of collection parameter space would require far more examples than can be presented within the scope of this
paper. However, the selected examples are sufficient to provide new insights into the nature of SAR moving
target smears.
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Figure 2. Truth data for the first example: (a) Ground-plane target trajectory, wherein circles are shown at 3-second
intervals; and (b) Target speed profile, with slow-time on the horizontal axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Moving target smears and the analytic prediction contours for the target of Figure 2: (a) Overlay of the full
aperture analytical contour; (b) Overlays of the two asymptotic parabolic prediction contours.
Linear frequency modulated (LFM) waveforms are used in this analysis, e.g.,.2 Here, the center frequency is
selected to be fc=1.5 GHz, the radar bandwidth is ∆f =150 MHz, and the waveform duration is Tf =150µs. The
radar collects I and Q data over the span of 1000 frequency samples which are uniformly spaced. A total of 5000
waveforms are transmitted over the full T0 = 15 s duration of the SAR collection. Furthermore, a statistically-
independent, complex-valued Gaussian noise sample is added to each particular range bin,55 such that the range
profile signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is approximately 40 dB.
5.1 First Target Motion Example
The following are selected for the initial example: {α0 = 0.0 m}, {β0 = 0.0 m}, {v0 = 10 m/s}, {w0 = −4 m/s},
{γ0 = 0.5 s}, and {t0 = 0.0 s}. The resulting true target motion and corresponding speed profile of (11) are given
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
The resulting moving target signature and the analytical full aperture prediction overlay contour of (12)-(13)
are presented in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) gives these same results and includes the two asymptotic parabolic
prediction curves as overlays. This figure reveals that the asymptotic parabolic contours agree well with the
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Figure 4. Truth data for the second example which is characterized by a lower mean speed: (a) Ground-plane target
trajectory, wherein circles are shown at 3-second intervals; and (b) Target speed profile, with slow-time on the horizontal
axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Moving target smears and the analytic prediction contours for the target of Figure 4: (a) Overlay of the full
aperture analytical contour; (b) Overlays of the two asymptotic parabolic prediction contours.
corresponding parts of the moving target signature. Furthermore, the somewhat odd asymmetric shape of the
full aperture signature is more intuitive when examined in tandem with the parabolic signature overlays.
5.2 Effects of Mean Speed
The effect of the value of the mean speed is examined for the second example. Here, the target motion is modeled
by the following: {α0 = 0.0 m}, {β0 = 0.0 m}, {v0 = 6 m/s}, {w0 = −4 m/s}, {γ0 = 0.5 s}, and {t0 = 0.0 s}.
That is, the value of the mean speed is decreased via v0 with respect that to the initial example. Figures 4(a)
and 4(b) present the resulting trajectory and speed profiles, respectively.
The resulting moving target signature and the analytical full aperture prediction contour of (12)-(13) are
given in Figure 5(a). These figures reveal that the theoretical predictions agree well with the smear results ob-
tained from SAR image formation. Figure 5(b) gives these same results and includes both asymptotic parabolic
prediction curves. As with the first example, the two asymptotic prediction curves yield insight into the asym-
metric full aperture contour. There are reduced extents for the asymptotic parabolic curves and the relevant
parts of the full aperture curves due to the reduced value of the mean target speed in this example.
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Figure 6. Truth data for the third example which is characterized by a smaller speed transition: (a) Ground-plane target
trajectory, wherein circles are shown at 3-second intervals; and (b) Target speed profile, with slow-time on the horizontal
axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Moving target smears and the analytic prediction contours for the target of Figure 6: (a) Overlay of the full
aperture analytical contour; (b) Overlays of the two asymptotic parabolic prediction contours.
5.3 Effects of Speed Transition Extent
For the third example, the effects of extent of the speed transition are investigated. Here, the target motion
is described by the following: {α0 = 0.0 m}, {β0 = 0.0 m}, {v0 = 10 m/s}, {w0 = −2 m/s}, {γ0 = 0.5 s}, and
{t0 = 0.0 s}. Thus, the relative size of the speed transition is decreased relative to that of the first example via
the selection of the parameter w0. The true target trajectory and speed are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively.
The induced signature smear and the corresponding full aperture prediction contour of (12)-(13) are shown
in Figure 7(a). As with the previous examples, there is good agreement between the theoretical full aperture
prediction contours and the resulting moving target smears of the SAR simulation. Figure 7(b) shows this
same plot but with the inclusion of the two asymptotic parabolic contour overlays. These two constant-velocity
prediction curves correspond well with the relevant portions of the full aperture prediction contour and the
simulation smear.
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Figure 8. Truth data for the fourth example which is characterized by a broader speed transition interval: (a) Ground-
plane target trajectory, wherein circles are shown at 3-second intervals; and (b) Target speed profile, with slow-time on
the horizontal axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 9. Moving target smears and the analytic prediction contours for the target of Figure 8: (a) Overlay of the full
aperture analytical contour; (b) Overlays of the two asymptotic parabolic prediction contours.
5.4 Effects of Speed Transition Interval
For the fourth example, the effects of the temporal interval over which the speed transition occurs are examined.
For this example, the target motion is described by the following: {α0 = 0.0 m}, {β0 = 0.0 m}, {v0 = 10 m/s},
{w0 = −4 m/s}, {γ0 = 2 s}, and {t0 = 0.0 s}. Therefore, the interval of the speed transition is increased relative
to that of the first example via the selection of the parameter γ. The true target trajectory and speed are shown
in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
The resulting moving target signature and the corresponding full aperture prediction overlay of (12)-(13) are
shown in Figure 9(a). Again, there is good agreement between the theoretical predictions and the results of the
SAR image formation. Figure 9(b) gives the same smear and full aperture overlay, as well as the two asymptotic
parabolic contours for context. The simpler parabolic curves provide insight into the more complicated full
aperture contour and moving target smear.
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Figure 10. Truth data for the fifth example which is characterized by an asymmetric speed transition mid-point: (a)
Ground-plane target trajectory, wherein circles are shown at 3-second intervals; and (b) Target speed profile, with slow-
time on the horizontal axis.
(a) (b)
Figure 11. Moving target smears and the analytic prediction contours for the target of Figure 10: (a) Overlay of the full
aperture analytical contour; (b) Overlays of the two asymptotic parabolic prediction contours.
5.5 Effects of Speed Transition Mid-Point
The fifth example considers the effects of asymmetric in the temporal transition mid-point from the higher to
lower speed. Here, the target motion is given by the following: {α0 = 0.0 m}, {β0 = 0.0 m}, {v0 = 10 m/s},
{w0 = −4 m/s}, {γ0 = 0.5 s}, and {t0 = 3.75 s}. Therefore, the speed transition midpoint is shifted forward in
time through the parameter t0 for this example, wherein the target has the higher speed for approximately 3/4
of the SAR collection interval and at lower speed for the remaining 1/4 of this time period. Figures 10(a) and
10(b) give the trajectory and speed profile, respectively, for this target motion.
The resulting moving target signature and the full aperture prediction curve of (12)-(13) are presented
in Figure 11(a). This figure shows that the theoretical prediction curve agrees well with the results of SAR
image formation. As with the previous examples, the asymptotic parabolic contours in Figure 11(b) yield
insight pertaining to the complicated shape of the moving target imagery smear and corresponding full-aperture
prediction contour.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Previous investigations have revealed the complicated morphology which can result for maneuvering targets in
SAR imagery. In addition, these studies have included the development of analytic prediction equations for
the detailed shapes of such induced target signatures. However, insight into the specific shapes of such moving
target signatures was somewhat of an enigma. The current analysis provides insight into these complicated
signature shapes by examining alternate fictitious targets which move with constant velocity during the entire
SAR collection interval.
For the examples provided herein, the complicated full-aperture signature for a given braking target is effec-
tively equal to an amalgam of three curved smears. The first of these curved smears is the part of a parabola
arising from the approximately constant-velocity target motion which occurs for the initial portion of the SAR
collection process. Additionally, another curved segment gives the part of a second parabola that is obtained for
the lower constant velocity after the target braking maneuver. Finally, a third curved smear joins the parts of
the two parabolas and is due to the transition between the two target speeds during the SAR collection process.
If the target braking maneuver occurs at a time which is not equal to the midpoint of the synthetic aperture,
then the two curved segments are not equal to half-parabolas. In contrast, one curve is characterized by a curve
which a larger than one half of a parabola, and the other segment is equal to a part of a parabola which is less
than half. As with the other braking targets, the third segment of the signature joins these two portions of a
parabolas at the points where they terminate in forming the full-aperture signature smear.
This paper examines the signatures of surface moving targets that transition from a higher speed to a lower
speed during the SAR collection interval. Such target maneuvers occur frequently in urban settings. The specific
profile of the speed transition is varied in a number of ways in the present analysis. The resulting signature
shapes give good agreement with that resulting from SAR image formation. A variety of signature shapes can
arise, depending upon the details of the speed transition profile.
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